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Unidentified Male: Ladies and gentlemen. Thank you for your patience, please remain on the line, your
conference will begin momentarily. Again, we do appreciate your patience. Please remain on the line
your teleconference will begin momentarily. Thank you very much. Good day ladies and gentlemen, and
welcome to today's Outlook Live call. All lines have been placed in a listen-only mode and the floor will
be open for questions and comments later on in the presentation. If you should require assistance during
the conference, please press star zero to reach a live operator. At this time it is my pleasure to turn the
floor over to your host, Laurie Lavaroni (ph). Laurie, the floor is yours.
Laurie Lavaroni: Thank you. Hello everyone. My name is Laurie Lavaroni and I'd like to welcome you to
Outlook Live, the Federal Reserve System’s audio conference series on consumer compliance topics. It
is my pleasure to be opening today's webinar, TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures, Part 4 - Completing
the Closing Disclosure. This is Part 4 in a series of presentations by the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau on the integrated mortgage disclosures rule. Previous sessions are archived on our Outlook Live
website and available for playback at your leisure.
Before I hand things off to our first speaker, I want to mention a few features of the webinar platform.
Since this session is delivered using a webinar format, you should receive both the audio and video via
your computer. We've also added closed captioning to this session, which should automatically appear
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on your screen. If you experience any technical difficulties during the webinar, please contact us by
clicking on the Ask a Question button. With the webinar format we'll be advancing the presentation slide
during the event. You can also download a copy of the presentation by clicking on the Materials button.
That will bring up another window where you can download the PDF of both the full slides and a handout
version of today's presentation.
I also want to mention that this webinar focuses on the closing statement, and a few of the slides contain
sections of the closing statement that might be a little difficult to view. So, in light of that we've added a
blank closing statement annotated with regulatory citations which you can print out and use to follow
along at any time during the presentation. As always, if you have a question, you can just click on the
Ask a Question button any time during the presentation to submit the question or request for clarification.
We're going to try to get to as many questions as we can, but we have a short amount of time together
today, so we may not get to all of them.
The last thing I'll mention, and hopefully you're aware of this by now, is that the Federal Reserve System
also publishes a quarterly newsletter entitled Consumer Compliance Outlook. Both the Outlook Live
webinar and Outlook newsletter are part of the Federal Reserve Systems outreach activities are free of
charge and can be accessed at www.consumercomplianceoutlook.org. Also, in case you want to listen to
the presentation again, all of our Outlook Live web casts are archived and are available for playback.
Just access the archives by using the same web link you used to access today's webinar.
So with that I'll hand things off to Andy Arculin, at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Andy, the
floor is yours.
Andy Arculin, Counsel, CFPB Office of Regulations: Thank you, Laurie. And, as always, thanks to the
Federal Reserve System for co-hosting today's event. To everyone tuning in, good afternoon and
welcome back to the fourth webinar on the TILA-RESPA integrated disclosures. To date we've covered a
high level overview of the rule, a session addressing some key questions on scope as well as procedural
and operational questions about the rules, a session covering the Loan Estimate form and common
questions about that form, and that takes us to today, which will be the last major component of the final
rules, the Closing Disclosure form.
Joining me today to cover the Closing Disclosure are David Friend and Priscilla Walton-Fein from the
Office of Regulations. A few things to note up front, this session will be similar to the October session on
the Loan Estimate. We will walk you through the Closing Disclosure form and the corresponding
regulatory provision in § 1026.38, Regulation Z, and we also will answer some questions along the way.
Like the October presentation, this session will tie closely to the Guide to Forms, and you will notice
references to the Guide to Forms on various slides to help you along. We have also provided citations to
the corresponding regulatory provisions that we'll cover for your convenience as well. I would note that
there will be a few differences from the last presentation. As we've noted at the end of each session, we
have been trying our best to consider your feedback and made a few tweaks in response to that feedback
to improve your user experience. You should notice more illustrations in the slides. We actually will be
showing you a sample transaction as we go through the Closing Disclosure form, as well as more
highlighted regulatory citations for your convenience. For the sample form, this is a sample from the
appendix that was published along with our final rule, and this and other sample forms are available on
our website at the web address that I'll provide to you in a few slides.
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In addition, as Laurie noted, you should have received or you should have available to you a separate
copy of the Closing Disclosure that has annotations to these regulatory provisions that you can use as a
reference. That form is also available on our website as well. In addition, the flow of the presentation will
be slightly different with more time spent walking through the Closing Disclosure form, as we have fewer
questions this time around. There is a good degree of overlap between the Loan Estimate and the
Closing Disclosure, so many of the frequently asked questions covered in the last session, which was
about the Loan Estimate in § 1026.37 also will apply to the Closing Disclosure. We won't cover those
questions again today, but I do encourage everyone to review them as you think through the Closing
Disclosure.
In addition the Closing Disclosure is a longer form with additional disclosures and information that's not on
the Loan Estimate, so we will spend much of our time walking through the form and highlighting
differences and overlaps with the Loan Estimate. You will notice that we are making a point to call out
cross references to the Loan Estimate rules that we covered last time too. We've included them in the
slides, where appropriate, for your convenience.

Arculin: Okay, so we can start with the presentation, I would move everyone to the next slide very briefly.
This is the same disclaimer that will always apply to our presentations. We have gone over this before,
but it's important just to note that this is a reminder to everyone that we, the CFPB staff, are here to be
helpful and to try and explain the rules and answer questions about the rules, and we have made every
effort to ensure that our answers to those questions and the way we're describing the rules are accurate,
but ultimately these are not official staff interpretations, and the rules do speak for themselves. They can't
be amended or changed by webinar or other means, besides notice and comment rulemaking.
We can advance to slide Number 3.
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Arculin: This is also something that you've seen before, it's just a reminder of the various resources that
we have made available, as well as a link to our dedicated regulatory implementation website. This, just
to point out, is a small entity compliance guide, the Guide to Forms, and disclosure timeline illustrations
that we put out recently, sample and annotated forms, as well as links to our webinars and additional
guidance materials, and at the bottom you will see a link to our e-Regulations tool, which is something
you can use to actually navigate the regulatory provisions and commentary.
We can advance to slide Number 4.
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Arculin: This is just to note recent events and publications, again, with a link to our dedicated web page.
The webinar, this is just that we provided a rule overview in June, frequently asked questions on
operational and scope issues in August, and Loan Estimate contents in October. We've also published a
few things, a disclosure timeline that I mentioned a minute ago, as well as the readiness guide that was
published by our Office of Supervision. And finally the slide makes note of the proposal that we issued in
October to adjust the timing requirement for revised disclosures, when the consumer locks an interest
rate after the initial disclosures are provided, and that proposed amendment to permit language related to
new construction loans to be included on the Loan Estimate forms, as well as some other minor technical
and wording changes. The comment period on that proposal closed November 10th, which is about a
week ago, and we are now working through those comments and plan to finalize the proposal as quickly
as we can. I would note that we do not anticipate at this time proposing additional changes prior to the
August 2015 effective date, nor do we believe that the changes we have proposed and are in the process
of finalizing should affect your ability to implement by that time.
As to this presentation, that covers housekeeping and updates, we're ready to turn to today's session on
the Closing Disclosure. As I mentioned in the beginning, we will walk through the form page by page and
highlight the corresponding regulatory provisions that relate to filling out the Closing Disclosure in
§ 1026.38 of Regulation Z. I would note that there are also timing, delivery and re-disclosure
requirements that correspond to the Closing Disclosure in § 1026.19 of Regulation Z, which we have
covered in past sessions, and also it's covered in great detail in our small entity compliance guide and
touched upon in our timeline illustration as well. We won't cover those issues again today, I'll just point
out that they are still there and there are materials that can help you along. Today, however, we will be
focusing on the Closing Disclosure, and I'll turn it over to Priscilla to start walking us through the Closing
Disclosure by introducing the first page.
Priscilla Walton-Fein, Senior Counsel, CFPB Office of Regulations: Thanks Andy. We can move to
slide Number 5.
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Walton-Fein: Page one of the Closing Disclosure closely mirrors page 1 of the Loan Estimate, with some
differences that we will discuss over the next few slides. Like page 1 of the Loan Estimate, Page 1 the
Closing Disclosure highlights the most important loan information that consumers readily understand and
use to evaluate their loan. Specifically Page 1 of the Closing Disclosure contains the following
information:


One, general information about closing and about the transaction;



Two, a loan terms table that identifies key loan terms;



Three, a projected payment table that shows the periodic payments that the consumer will make
over the life of the loan, as well as estimated payments for taxes, insurance and assessments;
and



Four, a table of the costs at closing that shows the cash the consumer will need at the time of
closing.

The regulatory citations for the information found on Page 1 of the Closing Disclosure are §§ 1026.38(a)(d). We are going to discuss each of these regulatory provisions in more detail, but please note that you
can find more information about the disclosures on Page 1 of the Closing Disclosure in Section 3.2 of the
Guide to Forms, which can be found at the website that Andy just mentioned. And you can you also find
sample forms on our regulatory implementation web page. So we are now going to provide a high level
walk through of the various components of the first page of the Closing Disclosure, starting with the
general information section at the top of the page. So let's move to slide Number 6 and Andy will take us
through that general information section.
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Arculin: Thanks, Priscilla. As Priscilla mentioned, we will be walking through the first page from top to
bottom, and first we will cover the general information disclosures which are found at the top and are
required to be disclosed pursuant to § 1026.38(a) and its subparts. These next few slides will show the
general information section for one of the sample transactions in our appendix, and you'll also note it
references Section 3.2.1 of the Guide to Forms where you can go for more information as well as
regulatory sites. So that said, this first slide shows the most basic information in the section, the label or
the title, “Closing Disclosure,” which goes in the top left in large bolded font. It's required to be disclosed
pursuant to § 1026.38(a)(1), and the form purpose, which is again a stock statement, it goes at the top
right and is italicized and is disclosed pursuant to § 1026.38(a)(2). Not a whole lot to cover about these
two other than just introduce them, so, we can go advance to the next slide.
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Arculin: Next we have the closing information section of the form, which is shown here and continues
with § 1026.38. The corresponding regulatory provision is found in § 1026.38(a)(3) and its subparts.
You'll see each provision called out with the corresponding regulatory cite on the slide for your
convenience, so you can follow along. I will cover them in turn. First, we have the date issued. This is
the date the disclosure is required by the section, in other words, the Closing Disclosure, and delivered to
the consumer. I will note that this date is the date delivered to the consumer, not the date that the form is
actually printed by the creditor. In this example the date is 4/15/2013, which you'll notice is also the
closing date and the disbursement date. So presumably this is a revised Closing Disclosure that was
provided to the consumer at consummation. I will also note that there is a corresponding provision in
§ 1026.37(a)(4) for the Loan Estimate, and the commentary to § 1026.38, specifically comment
38(a)(3)(i)-1 the only comment to this section, instructs that for general guidance on identifying the date
issued for the Closing Disclosure, see commentary to § 1026.37(a)(4). Basically there is commentary
that instructs you as to the Loan Estimate rules, and that's really it.
Below that we have the closing date, this is the -- it's labeled the closing date, but I would note that this is
actually the date of consummation. That is the date -- consummation as defined by Regulation Z. We
have covered this before, but Regulation Z defines consummation as the time when the consumer
becomes contractually obligated on the credit transaction according to applicable state law. Usually this
will occur around the same time, around the same date as the real estate closing, but not always, and it's
important to look at and understand state law, and here that date, as I mentioned before, is April 15,
2013.
Underneath that we have the disbursement date. This is the date the funds were disbursed, and here
that date is also 4/15/2013. So this is presumably a transaction where funds are also being disbursed on
the date of consummation.
Under the disbursement date we have the settlement agent. Here the required disclosure of the name of
the settlement agent conducting the closing. The only thing to point out here is this is the name of the
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entity that employs the settlement agent. The name of the individual conducting the closing is not
required, it's just the entity name, and in this example you have Epsilon Title Company.
Underneath settlement agent is the file number, this is the number assigned to the transaction by the
settlement agent for identification purposes labeled, “File #.” This could be alphanumeric, there is no
prescribed convention for file numbers in the rules, although this example does show a number with a
dash.
Underneath the file number we have the property, this is the address of the property, and this is the same
figure disclosed on the Loan Estimate as the slide points out. You will note that the cross reference to
§ 1026.37(a)(6), which basically means you, what you disclose in the Loan Estimate you will disclose
here for the property address.
And finally, underneath that we have the sale price, this is the disclosure of the sale price. Here we have
$180,000 as the sale price. A few things I note about this disclosure: For transactions with a seller, you
should disclose the sale price, and here as I mentioned, that's $180,000, but for transactions without a
seller, such as a refinance, you should disclose the appraised value and label it appraised prop. value,
assuming there has been an appraisal. The rule does provide some degree of flexibility if the creditor
should not yet obtain an appraisal. It allows creditors to disclose an estimated value, so long as it is
labeled estimated prop. value. And for your reference, that's comment 38(a)(3)(vii)-1. We can advance
to the next slide.

Arculin: This next slide shows the transaction information section, which was disclosed pursuant to
§ 1026.38(a)(4) and its subparts as the slide and citations tell you. There is not a lot to discuss here, this
is contact information. You have information required for the borrower and seller, where you disclose
both the name and address of the borrower and seller. And then finally underneath we have the lender,
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in other words, the creditor. You'll notice that the forms often refer to lender, generally that's the same as
the creditor. Here that name is Ficus Bank, and you'll notice that there is no address, that's because
there is no address required to be disclosed for the lender. We can move to the next slide.

Arculin: The last reference, the general information, is the loan information which is disclosed pursuant to
§ 1026.38(a)(5) and its subparts. You will notice that this very closely resembles the disclosures you
make on the Loan Estimate pursuant to § 1026.37(a)(8)-(12) and we have included cross-references here
for your convenience. We have the loan terms, the loan purpose, the product, the loan type, and the loan
ID all with cross-references to the Loan Estimate. Just to repeat for good measure, we did cover these
disclosures in greater detail during the October session on the Loan Estimate, and we also answered
some common questions about them. These provisions are good examples of disclosures where the
rules for what you disclose in the Closing Disclosure are largely determined by the Loan Estimate
provisions in § 1026.37.
There is one additional disclosure here that's not on the lineup, and that's the mortgage insurance case
number, that's disclosed pursuant to § 1026.38(a)(5)(vi) as shown on the slide, and that is a case
number, and that's where it goes.
So we can move on to the next slide, and Priscilla will start taking us through loan terms.
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Walton-Fein: Thanks Andy. We are now on slide ten, and we are going to discuss the loan terms section
of Page 1 of the Closing Disclosure. So, as noted on the slide, each element of the loan terms table on
the Closing Disclosure is the same as on the Loan Estimate loan terms tables, except that the Closing
Disclosure is updated to reflect the final rather than estimated terms of the legal obligation in the
regulatory citation for the loan terms table on the Closing Disclosure is § 1026.38(b). Like on the Loan
Estimate the loan terms table on the Closing Disclosure provides basic information about the loan terms
and adjustments that may occur after consummation. Specifically, those terms are loan amount, interest
rate, and principal and interest payments. For each of these three disclosures, the loan terms table also
explains if the amounts may increase after consummation, and discloses information about the timing and
amount of the potential increase. The loan terms table also discloses whether the loan may provide for a
prepayment penalty or a balloon payment.
So now we can move on to the next slide and we'll discuss the projected payments table.
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Walton-Fein: The projected payments table discloses the periodic payments that the consumer will make
over the life of the loan. And the regulatory citation for this part of the Closing Disclosure is § 1026.38(c).
Lenders disclose the following periodic payment amounts in the projected payment table:


One, principal and interest;



Two, mortgage insurance;



Three, escrow payments; and



Four, the total periodic payment.

The projected payments table displays those periodic payment amounts and the years of the loan during
which the payments will apply. In addition to showing the changes to periodic payments, the bottom of
the projected payments table shows the total monthly amount due for property taxes, homeowner's
insurance, homeowner's association and similar charges, and certain insurance premiums or charges if
they are required by the lender. We've provided an example on the slide which shows a thirty-year loan
with principal and interest payments that remain fixed over the life of the loan, with mortgage insurance to
terminate during the seventh year. For a detailed discussion of how to fill out the projected payments
table, you can refer to our October webinar.
So, as noted on the slide, the elements of the projected payments table on the Closing Disclosure are
largely the same as on the Loan Estimate, except that the Closing Disclosure is updated to reflect the
final, rather than estimated terms of the legal obligation. There are, however, two differences between
the projected payments table on the Loan Estimate and the Closing Disclosure. The first, and most
notably, there are different rules for the disclosure of estimated escrow and estimated taxes, insurance
and assessment. Please recall that the rules for disclosing amounts for property taxes and homeowner's
insurance for purposes of the estimated escrow and estimated taxes, insurance and assessments
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disclosures on the Loan Estimate are found in § 1026.37(c)(5). That section generally provides that for
those disclosures, estimated property taxes and homeowner's insurance shall reflect the following:


First, the taxable assessed value of the real property that secured the transaction after
consummation, including the value of any improvement on the property or to be constructed on
the property, if known, for property taxes.



And second, the replacement cost of the property during the initial year after consummation for
homeowner's insurance.

This portion of the rule regarding the Loan Estimate implements new Dodd-Frank Act requirements
regarding the disclosure of escrow payments.
On the projected payments table on the Closing Disclosure, however, the rule for disclosing property
taxes and homeowner's insurance is different due to the need to reconcile the new Dodd-Frank Act
requirement with current Regulation X escrow account analysis rules. So specifically for transactions that
are subject to RESPA, in disclosing the estimated escrow and estimated taxes, insurance and
assessments on the Closing Disclosure, the amounts of property taxes and homeowner's insurance are
determined under the escrow account analysis described in Regulation X in 12 C.F.R. § 1024.17. For
transactions that are not subject to RESPA, those amounts may be determined under the escrow account
analysis described in Regulation X or in the manner set forth in § 1026.37(c)(5) of Regulation Z, which
contains the rules for disclosing property taxes and homeowner's insurance for the projected payments
table on the Loan Estimate. Again, this is the main difference between the projected payments table on
the Loan Estimate and the projected payments table on the Closing Disclosure.
The second difference between the projected payments table on the Loan Estimate and the Closing
Disclosure is that there is a different reference to the escrow account information, which is on Page 4 of
the Closing Disclosure. So now we can move to slide 12.
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Walton-Fein: The last section of the first page of the Closing Disclosure is the Costs at Closing table. In
the regulatory citation for this part of the form is § 1026.38(b). So as you can see on the slide, there are
two different types of Costs at Closing tables: a standard table and an alternative table that is used in
transactions with no seller, like a refinance transaction, if the alternative Costs at Closing table was used
on the Loan Estimate. So we'll start by walking through the standard Costs at Closing table. That table
discloses the following amounts:


First it discloses total closing costs. So, as you can see on the example on the slide, the total
closing costs amount is also itemized to show total loan costs, total other costs and lender
credits, which can be found on Page 2 of the Closing Disclosure.



Second, the Costs at Closing table also discloses the amount of cash the consumer will pay at
closing, and this amount is also disclosed as Cash to Close in the calculating Cash to Close table
on Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure.

The regulatory citation for the standard Costs at Closing table is § 1026.38(d)(1).
So now let's look at the alternative Costs at Closing table. Note that check boxes are used here to
indicate whether the amount of cash is due from or paid to the consumer. And this is the difference
between the standard and the alternative Costs at Closing tables. And the regulatory citation for the
alternative Costs at Closing table is § 1026.38(d)(2). So we can now move to the next slide and I will
hand it over to David who will discuss Page 2 of the Closing Disclosure.

David Friend, Counsel, CFPB Office of Regulations: Thank you, Priscilla. The second page of the
Closing Disclosure looks a bit different, but has information similar to the information found on Page 2 of
the Loan Estimate. The changes to the information are due to the inclusion of real estate services and
the allocation of items between the parties. Just to note, the categories are the same as they were on the
Loan Estimate, but some items can move from category to category. Amounts of each item are placed in
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columns to indicate the party paying for the service; the consumer, the seller, or others. Consumer and
seller amounts are further broken down to indicate if those amounts are paid at or before closing. There
are no maximum numbers of lines for these categories, the number of lines can be reduced or added by
the creditor for each category based on need. If this is not sufficient to disclose the items, Page 2 can be
broken into two pages, number 2A and 2B, with loan costs on Page 2A and other costs on Page 2B. For
an example of this division, see Form H-25(h), in Appendix H. Most of these items, and where they're
included on the Closing Disclosure, can be found by looking at the Guide to Forms Section 3.3. We also
have samples of some transactions that are available on our regulatory implementation website, as we
discussed previously. The regulatory provisions for all of these items can be found at § 1026.38(f)-(h).
We are going to start with the loan costs. These are items that are for services that are required by the
creditor. Like on the Loan Estimate, the loan costs are broken down into origination charges and charges
the borrower did and did not shop for pursuant to § 1026.38(f).
We can have the next slide, please. Andy will start the discussion at Page 2 with the Origination Charges
category.

Arculin: Thanks, David. As the slide tells you, § 1026.38(f)(1) requires disclosure of origination charges.
And just to note, this provision corresponds directly to the origination charges disclosed on the Loan
Estimate, pursuant to § 1026.37(f)(1), which we discussed in the last session.
Here § 1026.38(f)(1) requires that itemization of each amount be disclosed in the Loan Estimate pursuant
to § 1026.37(f)(1). And here we have as an illustration a transaction where there is a quarter point being
charged, along with an application fee and an underwriting fee, so note that the first item disclosed is for
points paid to reduce the interest rate on the legal obligation. This is § 1026.38(f)(1)(i), again determined
very heavily by what we've discussed last time on the Loan Estimate. You'll see a cross-reference to
§ 1026.37(f)(1)(i). And as we covered in the last session, the rules are specific about what may be
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labeled points, this shows a quarter point paid, and presumably that has to be a point paid to reduce the
interest rate. The other origination charges are as were required, itemized below.
One key difference between the Closing Disclosure and Loan Estimate, as David pointed out a minute
ago, is that each column shows who paid the charge and when. The origination charges here should
reflect the terms of the transaction as well, as opposed to just estimates provided early. The creditors
must disclose the payer of each charge and whether it was paid by the borrower, seller, or other.
Columns show these charges paid as well before closing or at closing by the borrower or the seller, and
there is also a charge paid by others category, if not paid by the borrower or seller. This can be any thirdparty such as the creditor/lender which, as we mentioned, are used interchangeably on these forms, the
employer or other third-party.
An additional thing to note, charges paid by the lender pursuant to the legal obligation between the
creditor, the lender and consumer may include the letter L in parenthesis, i.e. (L) to the left of the amount
in the column in order to denote that those charges are being paid by the lender. And an additional thing
is for borrower paid charges, the creditor must sum up and disclose a total. Up at the top you'll see here
that amount is $1,802. We have $405 for points, $300 for an application fee, $1,097 for an underwriting
fee, all being paid by the borrower at closing and then a total of $1,802 at the top. We can advance to the
next slide.

Arculin: This next slide highlights another difference between the Closing Disclosure and Loan Estimate
for origination charges, and that is the loan originator compensation paid by the creditor to a third-party
loan originator, such as a mortgage broker, would not be disclosed on a Loan Estimate, but is disclosed
on the Closing Disclosure. This is the type of charge that's not being paid by the consumer, but
nonetheless is required under § 1026.38(f)(1) to be reflected on the Closing Disclosure. And this is
shown in the Paid By Others column, since it's being paid by the creditor or lender to a third-party loan
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originator. The commentary, as the slide notes, is 38(f)(1), comment number 2. And as the slide also
notes, a designation of (L) may be used to denote that the creditor paid the amount to the mortgage
broker, and also provides you a cite, Comment 38(f)(1)-2, and as the slide also notes, a designation of (L)
may be used to note that the creditor paid the amount to the mortgage broker, and also provides you a
cite, Comment 38(f)-1.
For your reference the rules for determining this amount are set forth in Comment 38(f)(1)-3. To read it,
it's the dollar value of salaries, commissions, and any financial or similar compensation provided to a
third-party loan originator by the creditor that are considered to be points and fees under
§ 1026.32(b)(1)(ii). In other words, the amount of loan originator compensation disclosed in this manner
here is the amount that would be loan originator compensation, creditor-paid loan originator
compensation, included in points and fees under last year’s ability to repay qualified mortgages rule. And
there are some examples and illustrations of how those rules work in § 1026.32(b)(1)(ii) and its
commentary. So I'll turn it over back to David, and we can advance to the next slide.

Friend: Thank you, Andy. We're now going to move on to those services the borrower, the consumer, did
not shop for pursuant to 1026.38(f)(2). Items that were listed as a service you, the consumer, cannot
shop for on the Loan Estimate will appear in this category on the Closing Disclosure. In addition, items
that were listed as a service you, the consumer, can shop for on the Loan Estimate will move to this
category on the Closing Disclosure if the consumer uses a provider on the creditor's written list. For
purposes of this rule, shopping occurs when the consumer chooses a service provider that is not required
by the creditor or [is] included on the written list provided by the creditor. See comment 19(e)(3)(iii)-2 and
§ 1026.38(f)(2). Therefore a service listed as a service you, the consumer, can shop for on the Loan
Estimate will be listed as a service the borrower did not shop for on the Closing Disclosure in that
instance.
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Just to use an example here today on the slide, for example, if the consumer could have shopped for the
2
flood determination fee on the Loan Estimate, but chose a provider that was on the creditor's written list,
and the creditor did not require that service provider, that charge would move to the services borrower did
not shop for category on the Closing Disclosure. Also here, I'll just point out as an example. Here the
appraisal fee was paid by a third party, such as a real estate agent, so the charge, $405, is in the Paid by
Others column for that particular charge. Moving on to the next slide.

Friend: Items disclosed as a service you, the consumer, can shop for on the Loan Estimate will stay in
the category of services the borrower did shop for on the Closing Disclosure if the consumer does not use
a provider on the creditor's written list, or if the provider was not required by the creditor. Again, because
shopping occurs only when the consumer did not choose a provider on the written list, only those services
provided by third parties not identified by the creditor on the written list will be listed in this category.
Again, see Comments 19(e)(3)(iii)-2 and 1026.38(f)(3). Here, as an example, the consumer obtained title
services from a third-party that was not on the creditor's written list, and was not required by the creditor
to be used by the consumer. Moving on to the next slide.

2

The audio recording is unclear but CFPB staff may have stated that, in this example, the consumer “chose a provider that was not
on the creditor’s written list.” However, because that statement would be inconsistent with the placement of the charge under
“Services Borrower Did Not Shop For,” we have interpreted the recording to omit the “not.”
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Friend: Now we will move on to the second half of Page 2 of the Closing Disclosure, which is the Other
Costs category. There are four categories within the Other Costs table, there are taxes and government
fees, prepaids, initial escrow payments, and other. This is disclosed pursuant to § 1026.38(g).
Just to highlight the Other category, with the letter “H” next to it on the slide, Other is the category where
much of the third-party items related to the real estate transaction will be disclosed, such as real estate
commissions, HOA, homeowner's association or condo transfer, and other fees that are not monthly
assessments, home warranties, optional insurance products, such as owner's title insurance policies and
other third-party items stipulated in the purchase contract that are not associated with the creditor.
The amount paid for the real estate commission is the total amount of the commission and is not affected
by the status of the earnest money deposit that may be held by the real estate broker. I'll also point out at
this point that the total closing costs are at the bottom of Page 2. Note that the sum of each column in
Page 2 is shown in closing costs subtotals. Also, general lender credits not associated with any particular
item are listed at the bottom as a negative number along with a narrative description. If any refund is
being provided by the creditor, pursuant to the good faith analysis of charges that we had discussed
previously in our August webinar. Lender credits associated with specific closing costs will be disclosed
as paid by others and also can have the (L) designation Andy talked about earlier in slides 14 and 15.
These total closing costs are disclosed pursuant to 1026.38(h). Moving on to the next slide.
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Friend: On the next slide we focus in on taxes and other government fees. These are specifically
recording fees and transfer taxes and are disclosed pursuant to 1026.38(g)(1) and its subparts. Note that
in some states there can be several transfer taxes that will be part of the real estate transactions as well
as the loan transaction. The main difference between the Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure for
these items is that the transfer taxes are now itemized on the Closing Disclosure instead of aggregated
together as on the Loan Estimate. The itemization is for each tax and each government entity, since
multiple taxes may be assessed by each governmental entity. The name of the government entity is also
provided on the Closing Disclosure. Next slide, please. Priscilla, we have received a number of
questions relating to these specific items.
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Walton-Fein: Yes, David, we have received a few questions about the taxes and the other government
fees part of the disclosure. So, first we have been asked: How does the disclosure of recording fees
differ between the Loan Estimate and the Closing Disclosure?
Friend: Well, the Loan Estimate requires the sum of all recording fees to be disclosed as one item. The
provision for that is found at § 1026.37(g)(1)(i). The Closing Disclosure also requires the recording fees
to be disclosed as one item, but also requires that the amount paid to record the deed and mortgage be
itemized separately. The itemized recording fee for the deed and the mortgage should only include the
amounts needed to record each of those documents. Recording fees associated with any other
documents, except for the deed and the mortgage, are just included as part of the total recording fees
and are not separately itemized. See § 1026.38(g)(1)(i). Please note that the total recording fees are
allocated between the consumer, seller and others in the applicable column pursuant to the agreement
among those parties.
Walton-Fein: Thanks, David. We've also been asked: How should creditors disclose the name of the
government entity to whom a transfer tax is distributed?
Friend: So creditors should disclose the name of the entity assessing the transfer tax, even if that is
different from the payee of the check cut by the settlement agent. State and local governments collect
transfer taxes in many different ways, and sometimes the checks for the payment of transfer taxes are not
made out to the entity actually assessing the transfer tax. However, this fact is irrelevant for purposes of
the Closing Disclosure, the governing authority assessing the transfer tax must be disclosed, along with
the amount paid by the consumer, the borrower, seller and others. See 1026.38(g)(1)(ii).
Walton-Fein: Thanks, David. So we can now move to the next slide, and if you can walk us through the
rest of Page 2 of the Closing Disclosure.
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Friend: Thank you, Priscilla. So, there's only two other sections we need to talk about in the Other Costs
table. Those are prepaids and initial escrow payment at closing. Both of these sections address services
or costs that are due in the future.
Prepaids are for services or costs due for future periods that are due before the first scheduled monthly
mortgage payment. On the slide we have several examples of the prepaids. For example, this shows
that twelve months of the homeowner's insurance premium for the following twelve months must be
collected and paid by the consumer at closing. It also shows per diem interest from April 15th to May 1st,
and it also shows six months of property taxes that are due, that are going to be paid at closing for six
future months.
The initial escrow payment at closing is a breakdown of the initial escrow payment determined under
Regulation X, specifically 12 C.F.R. § 1024.17. This information is consistent with the current HUD-1
1000 Series, including the aggregate adjustment on the last line of the category. We can move on to the
next slide. Priscilla, can you give an overview of Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure?
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Walton-Fein: Sure. Thanks David. So Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure contains a Calculating Cash to
Close table, which is compared with information on Page 2 of the Loan Estimate, and a Summary of
Transactions table that closely resembles the current HUD-1. And please note that there are different
rules for transactions with no seller. The regulatory citations for the information on Page 3 of the Closing
Disclosure [are] §§ 1026.38(i)-(k). We are going to discuss each of these regulatory provisions, but
please note that you can find more information about disclosures on Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure, in
Section 3.4 of the Guide to Forms. So, now we can move to the next slide, and David will take us through
the Calculating Cash to Close table.
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Friend: Thank you, Priscilla. The first table on Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure is a Calculating Cash to
Close table. This is disclosed pursuant to 1026.38(i). Amounts from the Loan Estimate, the calculating
Cash to Close table on the Loan Estimate, are disclosed in the first column to the right of the table's label,
with the Loan Estimate heading. The amounts under the heading Final are taken directly from other
portions of the Closing Disclosure, or are calculated off sheet based on the actual amounts at
consummation. The last column shows if the amounts at consummation changed from the amounts on
the Loan Estimate. If the amounts are different, the answer yes is disclosed, together with a narrative
description that must state why the amount changed. If the amounts are the same, the answer is no, and
nothing else is stated.
Here we have an example of the Calculating Cash to Close table from the Closing Disclosure. If you look
at the total closing costs line, you see the Loan Estimate showing $8,054 and the final amount for total
closing costs showing $9,712.10. In the Did This Change column, the answer is Yes, these amounts
changed, and it directs the consumer to see the total loan costs and total other costs from Page 2 to
determine what changed in the transaction to increase the costs. There is a shorter version of the table
that reduces the number of lines which can be used when the Loan Estimate was provided with the
alternative Calculating Cash to Close table. See § 1026.38(e) for the contents of the alternative Cash to
Close table. We now move on to the next slide.
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Friend: And these are the remaining tables on Page 3 of the Closing Disclosure, these are the
Summaries of Transactions. They are disclosed pursuant to §§ 1026.38(j) and (k). These two tables
relate to the real estate purchase transaction between the consumer and the seller. These two tables are
very similar to the existing HUD-1, Page 1, but there are some changes to what and how the amounts are
disclosed. The seller's transaction table can be omitted from the Closing Disclosure provided to the
consumer, and the borrower's transaction table can be omitted from the Closing Disclosure provided to
the seller. The regulatory provision for that is § 1026.38(t)(5). In this event, please note that the Closing
Disclosure given to the seller must also be provided to the creditor by the settlement agent, in accordance
with § 1026.19(f)(4)(iv). Both tables can be deleted when there is a transaction without a seller. Instead
of the Summaries [of] Transactions tables, they're then replaced with a pay off and payments table when
the Loan Estimate was provided with the alternative Cash to Close table, pursuant to § 1026.38(e).
For the borrower's transaction, it is almost the same as the current HUD-1, Page 1. Please note that
lender credits will not appear in the borrower's transaction table. All lender credits will either show as
individual settlement services paid by others, or as a generalized lender credit at the bottom of Page 2.
The provisions of the borrower's transaction table are found at § 1026.38(j).
The seller's transaction, pursuant to § 1026.38(k) is almost the same as the current HUD-1 Page 1 as
well. However, please note that the calculation of the excess deposit is different. Only amounts
disbursed to the seller prior to consummation are disclosed as excess deposits. Any deposits held by the
real estate brokerage is not included in this calculation at all. If the real estate agent is holding monies in
excess of their commission, and then the settlement agent, in excess of their commission, then the
settlement agent and the real estate brokerage will need to work together to ensure that the seller
receives the total amount due to the seller. If we can move to the next side, please. Priscilla will discuss
Page 4 of the Closing Disclosure.
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Walton-Fein: Thanks, David. Page 4 of the Closing Disclosure contains a number of disclosures under
the heading Additional Information About This Loan, and the subheading Loan Disclosures. Specifically
Page 4 contains the following disclosures:


One, information concerning future assumption of the loan by a subsequent purchaser;



Two, whether the legal obligation contains a demand feature that can require early payment of
the loan;



Three, the lender's policy for charging of late fees;



Four, whether regular payments can cause the principle balance of the loan to increase, creating
negative amortization;



Five, the lender's policy in relation to partial payments by the consumer;



Six, a statement that the consumer is granting a security interest in the property, along with an
identification of the property; and



Seven, information related to any escrow accounts held by the servicer, or a statement that an
escrow account has not been established, with a description of estimated property costs during
the first year after consummation.

The regulatory citations for these disclosures are § 1026.38(l)(1)-(7). In addition to this information, Page
4 of the Closing Disclosure may also contain an Adjustable Payment or AP table. An Adjustable Interest
Rate or AIR table, or both tables may be disclosed, if applicable. The rules for when to disclose an AP or
AIR table are the same as for the Loan Estimate, and we covered those rules during our October
webinar. You can find more information about the disclosures on Page 4 of the Closing Disclosure, in
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Section 3.5 in the Guide to Forms. But before we move on to Page 5, let's move on to the next slide to
discuss the partial payments disclosure in more detail.

Walton-Fein: As I mentioned previously, Page 4 of the Closing Disclosure must contain the lender's
policy in relation to partial payments by the consumer. You can see from looking at the sample form on
the slide that the form employs three check boxes to make disclosures of the lender's partial payment
policy, this is required by § 1026.38(l)(5). Specifically § 1026.38(l)(5) requires the following disclosure of
the lender's partial payment policy:


If periodic payment less than the full amount due are accepted, the lender must disclose a
statement that it may accept partial payment and apply such payment to the consumer's loan.



If periodic payments less than the full amount due are accepted but not applied to the consumer's
loan until the consumer pays the remainder of the full amount due, the lender must disclose a
statement that it may hold partial payments in a separate account until the consumer pays the
remainder of the payment and then applies the full payment to the consumer's loan.



If periodic payments less than the full amount due are not accepted, the lender must disclose a
statement that it does not accept partial payments; and



Finally the lender must also disclose a statement that if the loan is sold, the new lender may have
a different policy.

And Andy, I think we have a question on this part of the disclosure.
Arculin: We do have a question. The question is: How a lender applies a partial payment may vary
depending on circumstances. Is a lender required to choose only one option for the partial payments
disclosure, in other words, check only one box, or is it possible to check multiple boxes.
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Walton-Fein: The lender may check multiple boxes for the partial payments disclosure in some
circumstances. So as I mentioned, the checked boxes allow the lender to disclose whether it accepts
partial payments and applies them, accepts partial payments and holds them in a separate account, or
does not accept partial payments. A lender should check the first box indicating that partial payments are
accepted and applied, and also check the second box, indicating that partial payments are accepted and
held in a separate account. If the lender accepts partial payments and applies them to the loan balance,
in some circumstances that may be applicable to the consumer's loan, and accepts partial payments and
holds them in a separate account until the consumer makes the rest of the payment. Note however, that
a lender should not check the third box and disclose that it does not accept partial payments, if it accepts
partial payments under any circumstance that may be applicable to the consumer's loan. So, in other
words, if the lender checks the third box under the partial payment disclosure indicating that it does not
accept partial payment in any circumstance, the lender should not also check either of the first or second
box under the partial payments disclosure.
Arculin: Thanks, Priscilla. We can move on to the next slide and David can take us through Page 5.

Friend: Thank you, Andy. This brings us to Page 5. This is the last page of the Closing Disclosure. The
regulatory provisions that are satisfied by these disclosures are found in § 1026.38(o)-(s). The contents
of this page are loan calculations, other disclosures, contact information, and optional confirm receipt.
Loan calculations are roughly the amounts disclosed currently on the Truth in Lending statement in the
Fed Box, plus the new Total Interest Percentage, or TIP, added by congress in the Dodd-Frank Act.
Other disclosures contain other information related to the credit transaction required by a few other
federal laws. Contact information provides for the future reference of the consumer and the seller,
contact information of several parties associated with the transaction, namely the lender or creditor,
mortgage broker, real estate brokerages, and the settlement agent. Lastly, confirm receipt is an optional
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item to show the consumer's signature if the creditor wishes to have proof that the Closing Disclosure was
provided to the consumer. Now we'll move to the next slide.
Now to Andy who will talk specifically about the other disclosures.

Arculin: Thanks, David. Section 1026.38(p), which is called out at the top of the slide, implements
various statutory provisions requiring creditors to disclose information regarding appraisals, contract
details, liability after foreclosure, refinancing and tax deductions. Aside from liability after foreclosure,
these provisions basically require disclosures of specific language that's spelled out in § 1026.38(p). We
won't spend time going through those today, but we will spend some time on liability after foreclosure.
For that provision, § 1026.38(p)(3) requires the creditor to disclose the statement of whether, and the
conditions under which the consumer may be responsible for any deficiency after foreclosure under
applicable state law. The provision also requires a brief statement that certain protections may be lost if
the consumer refinances or incurs additional debt on the property, and the statement that the consumer
should consult an attorney for additional information. The form carries out this provision by requiring
creditors to state, “If your lender forecloses on this property and the foreclosure does not cover the
amount of unpaid balance on this loan,” then the creditor checks one of two boxes:


The first says state law may protect you, the consumer, from liability for the unpaid balance, and
provide some additional language informing the consumer that protections may be lost if the
consumer refinances or takes on additional debt, and a statement advising the consumer to
consult a lawyer for more information; or



A statement that state law does not protect you, the consumer, from liability for the unpaid
balance.
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There are a few things that I would note about this disclosure. First, it's limited to protections under
applicable state law, the creditor must notify consumers that protections under state law may apply, that
does not mean federal law, such as availability of bankruptcy. This is limited to state law.
The preamble to the final rule also provides some guidance on the nature of this disclosure, and
acknowledges the variations may exist regarding state law and any deficiency protections. The preamble
described in § 1026.38(p)(3) disclosure as, quote "generalized," and also "high level disclosures" and
states that the Bureau does not believe that the high level disclosure required by § 1026.38(p)(3)
constitutes the practice of law. The preamble explains that creditors are not required to provide legal
advice to consumers as to the reach of state anti-deficiency protections, but rather are required to alert
consumers in states where any deficiency laws may apply for the need to consult a lawyer for more
specific information about those state anti-deficiency protections. For your reference, this language may
be found in the final rule and the cite would be 79 F.R. 80,046-47—apologies for not including that on the
slide, 80,046-47 for your reference.
In other words, the preamble makes clear that creditors must provide a high level disclosure of whether
state laws may protect the consumer, or alternatively, it does not. It does not require creditors to state
affirmatively that state law does protect the consumer or, if so, explain how. And I do believe we have
some questions about disclosure that Priscilla can ask.
Walton-Fein: Thanks, Andy. We have received several questions about the liability after foreclosure
disclosure. First we have been asked: What constitutes an anti-deficiency law for purposes of this
disclosure?
Arculin: For purposes of this disclosure, an anti-deficiency law is a state law that protects the consumer
against liability for the unpaid balance of the loan after a foreclosure. This includes, for example, state
laws that forbid creditors from seeking deficiency judgments, state laws that may limit the amount a
creditor may collect or limit the availability of deficiency judgments to certain circumstances, as well as
other state law protections available to consumers against liability for the unpaid balance.
Walton-Fein: Can we advance the slide, please?
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Walton-Fein: Thank you. Another question that we have been asked: Do statutes of limitations on
obtaining or collecting a deficiency judgment count as anti-deficiency protections for purposes of this
disclosure?
Arculin: No, they do not. Comment 38(p)(3)-1, which was shown on the previous slide makes clear that
a statute of limitations that only limits the timeframe in which a creditor may seek redress is not
considered an anti-deficiency protection for purposes of this disclosure. Therefore, state laws that allow
for deficiency judgments but require creditors to file a motion or otherwise seek a deficiency judgment
within a prescribed time would not be considered anti-deficiency protection for purposes of this disclosure
solely because of the time limitation on obtaining or collecting a deficiency judgment. I would note though
that if these statutes otherwise provide protections to consumers for liability from the unpaid balance,
those provisions must be separately analyzed in order to determine if they are an anti-deficiency
protection for purposes of this disclosure.
Walton-Fein: Thanks, Andy. And, we've also been asked whether state laws that limit how much a
creditor may collect in an anti-deficiency judgment are considered anti-deficiency protections for purposes
of this disclosure?
Arculin: Generally the answer to that question is going to be yes. State laws that limit the amount of
deficiency that a creditor may collect in an anti-deficiency judgment are considered anti-deficiency laws
for purposes of this disclosure. These state law anti-deficiency protections may limit the amount of the
deficiency that a creditor may collect, based on factors such as, for example, the difference between the
outstanding debt and the fair market value of the property at the time of the foreclosure.
Walton-Fein: And finally, we've been asked how a creditor should make this disclosure if a state antideficiency law could apply to the loan, but whether it ultimately would apply depends on the facts and
circumstances at the time of the foreclosure?
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Arculin: Generally, if the state anti-deficiency laws could apply at the time of a foreclosure, but whether
or not it will apply is unknown, the creditor should disclose that as an anti-deficiency protection that may
apply. The rule does not require creditors to predict future facts and circumstances, and whether an antideficiency law ultimately applies to a loan may indeed depend on facts and circumstances that would not
be known until there is a foreclosure.
Walton-Fein: Thanks, Andy.
Arculin: This may include facts such as the fair market value or appraised value at the time of
foreclosure, or whether the property is owner occupied at the time of the foreclosure. Section
1026.38(p)(3) requires a disclosure to the consumer that a state anti-deficiency law may apply to the loan,
that is, whether it could apply at some future date. If it could, then the first box on the form should be
checked with the caveat that the consumer should consult an attorney for more information.

Walton-Fein: Okay, great. Thank you. For now, let's move to the last slide and we are going to cover
some questions that we've received about the Closing Disclosure generally. So first we've been asked:
What should creditors do if the information required to be disclosed doesn't fit in the space allotted on the
form?
Friend: Well, in several places the information required to be included on the Closing Disclosure may not
fit into the allotted space on the form. When this occurs, for those specific items, the additional
information that does not fit may be disclosed on a separate page with the Closing Disclosure. This is not
a general rule. You must look to each [sub]section in § 1026.38 to see when the rule requires the
information to be provided on the additional page. Additionally, there is a provision for customary recitals
and information used locally in real estate settlements. See § 1026.38(t)(5)(ix). The commentaries to this
provision list several examples of this type of information, for example, one of which is a breakdown of a
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loan payoff amount into components of principal, interest, and other fees. See comment 38(t)(5)(ix)-1 for
more examples.
Walton-Fein: Thanks, David.
addendum you just described?

And we've also been asked: Is there a model or a sample of that

Friend: No, there are no required forms for an addendum. Since there are many possible combinations
of additional information, if not thousands on a Closing Disclosure, there is no sample or model that has
been provided in this rule or in other documents.
Walton-Fein: Okay. We have also been asked: Is there anything creditors are required to include on the
addendum?
Friend: So, what information is included on the addendum will depend on what the requirements are for
the original disclosure of the information. For example, if you are using an additional page to list several
other sellers that could not fit onto the first page of the Closing Disclosure, see comment 38(a)(4)-1, the
name and address of the sellers that would not fit would be included on the additional page with the label,
“Sellers.” The creditor may want to include information or statements to indicate that the additional pages
relate to the Closing Disclosure so that the additional pages are clear and conspicuous to the consumer
pursuant to § 1026.17(a)(1).
Walton-Fein: Okay, and finally we've been asked: What are the formatting requirements for the
addendum?
Friend: Generally, information that is required or permitted to be disclosed on a separate page with the
Closing Disclosure should be formatted similarly to the Closing Disclosure itself. The additional
information should be consolidated on as few pages as is necessary, so as to minimize the number of
additional pages the borrower receives. The additional pages should not affect the substance, clarity, or
meaningful sequence of the Closing Disclosure. See Comment 38(t)(5)-5.
Arculin: All right. I think that brings us to the end of the presentation. Thanks everyone for tuning in and
thanks again to the Federal Reserve System for hosting. I'll turn things back over to Laurie and again
encourage everyone to submit comments and feedback as well as ask any questions that you have about
our presentation today, that will be relayed to us as well. Thanks again, everyone. I will turn things back
over to Laurie.
Lavaroni: Thank you, Andy. I wanted to thank our presenters at the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau Andy, Priscilla and David for their time and their remarks. I'd like to especially thank all of you
who participated in today's call. We went a little bit longer than anticipated, but I hope you found this
presentation useful. As you exit, please be sure to complete the evaluation form that will pop up
automatically when you exit the event player. Your feedback is extremely important to us as we continue
these and other efforts to maintain a dialog with the industry. Thanks again for joining us and we look
forward to welcoming you back to another Outlook Live webinar on Thursday, December 4th, entitled
Consumer Compliance Hot Topics 2014, Year-End Review. Thank you very much and have a great
afternoon.
Unidentified Male: Thank you. This does conclude today's teleconference. We thank you for your
participation, you may disconnect your lines at this time and have a great day.
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